Concept Description
Antiprotons offer a unique way of packaging and delivering energy. With a releasable energy per unit mass of -180MJ/pg, they provide the highest specific energy of any known entity. The essence of antiproton fast ignition of an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) target is to deliver the fast ignition energy of a few kilojoules in the form of the rest energy of an antiproton cluster. Energy deposition then takes place at the center of the products. Similar to standard fast ignition [1], we desire high gain with only modest pre-compression of the main fuel and, therefore, seek to realize the same typical order of magnitude increase in gain or, equivalently, typical tenfold reduction in the pre-compression drive energy over conventional, hot-spot ICF.
In conventional, isobaric ignition of an ICF target, a single driver is employed to both compress and ignite the fuel [2, 3] . Under such conditions, the assembled fuel is composed of a low density, high temperature central hot spot surrounded by a high density, low temperature main fuel region. The two regions are in pressure equilibrium because, during stagnation the hot spot has sufficient time to equilibrate with the cold compressed fuel surrounding it. By contrast, as expounded in the vanguard paper by Tabak et al. [1] , the principle of "fast" ignition is to decouple the compression of a target from its ignition. First, a conventional slow (-10's ns) driver is employed to compress the fuel. Then, providing the ignition energy can be delivered sufficiently rapidly by a separate fast (-10's ps) system, the hot spot so created and the main fuel are not in pressure equilibrium. The isochoric (constant density) model of Kidder [4] can then be employed and much larger gains are predicted for the same fuel mass [1] . In the standard fast ignition concept of Ref. 1, the ignition energy is delivered by a low energy, high intensity, short pulse laser and transferred to the high density region by the transport of suprathermal electrons. By contrast, in antiproton fast ignition, the ignition "sparkplug" energy results from the annihilation of the antiprotons in the target and not from an outside driver. Fig 1. shows two conceptual target capsules for this idea. In the first configuration -Scheme A in Fig l(A) -the capsule is compressed by a conventional, slow compression system (e.g., through heavy ions and indirect drive). The antiprotons are then injected as a short pulse of ions, with the ion kinetic energy selected to deliver the. antiprotcms .to Ihe center of the imploded capsule where annihilation takes place. The kinetic energy of this beam pulse is small compared with the antiproton stored annihilation energy. A small, heavy metal inclusion of bismuth, lead, tungsten, or similar mass number is utilized in the target to enhance local energy deposition of the annihilation energy as described below. A fast ignition hot spot is then created at the center of the capsule and the thermonuclear burn front propagates radially outwards into the cold, dense main fuel region. Antiproton annihilation and energy deposition of the product particles take place in a time much shorter than the hydrodynamic disassembly time of the compressed fuel. Under such isochoric conditions, significantly more mass is compressed to much lower peak density, resulting in a gain and yield considerably larger that those achievable with conventional, isobaric ignition. SchemeA: ExternalAntiproton Injection SchemeB: Autocatalytic Ignition
Fig. 1. Conceptual target capsules for antiproton fast ignition (not to scale)
In the second, "autocatalytic" concept for antiproton fast ignitionScheme B in Fig l(B) -the antiproton package is pre-emplaced in ion form isolated by a magnetic field at the center of the fuel capsule before the main, slow compression occurs. This central, inner capsule is then squeezed down by the main drive to trigger the antiproton energy release. Again a heavy metal is included, this time in the form of a thin-walled shell, to enhance energy deposition of annihilation products.
In both Schemes A and B, the fast ignition energy-results from the deposition at the center of the target of a fraction of the annihilation energy. The antiprotons so employed would have been previously manufactured in a separate, optimized production system and stored until needed. Note also, that in the first scheme above, the kinetic energy of the injected antiproton beam necessary for central delivery is negligible compared with the fast ignition energy released through annihilation.
With such fast ignition schemes, appreciable gain may be realizable with as little as 100kJ delivered by the main, slow compression drive and less than a tenth of this delivered by the fast ignition system. Typical fast igniter gain predictions can be found in Ref. 1 where it is shown that, relative to conventional isobaric, hot spot ignition, an order of magnitude higher gain may be realizable for the same drive energy. Equivalently, for the same gain, an order of magnitude reduction of the drive energy may be realizable.
Features and Critical Issues
The features of antiproton fast ignition relative to the standard ignition scenario employing a high intensity, short pulse laser include: Large energy delivery with a small package of antiprotons (antiproton stored energy is 180MJ/~g) Central ignition, rather than edge ignition, either through control of external beam kinetic energy or by pre-emplacement Circumvents requirements for fast laser channeling ("hole boring") through halo corona, and transport of suprathermal electron to the high density core Conceivably could be utilized with indirectly-driven, heavy ion targets as laser channeling through houlrahm debris is not required
Eliminates vulnerable final optics
The second, autocatalytic scheme requires only a single, external drive system ,, issues include:
Very speculative. There is, as yet, no experience with manipulation of low energy antiprotons in analogous systems
The injected antiproton scheme, Scheme A, requires precise focusing of a low kinetic energy proton beam with short pulse length. May require neutralized compression and focusing (using positrons) or plasma charnel focusing.
Heavy metal inclusions will complicate target fabrication and introduces problems of heavy metal mix.
A separate antiproton production facility would be required.
(Antiprotons can be produced and stored for long periods -months if required. We envisage such a facility as being part of a large, multiunit, inertial fusion energy reservation. The ultimate utility of such a fast ignition scheme will depend on the effiaency of antiproton manufacture in future, optimized production facilities)
Capsule Antiproton Energy Deposition
Following the methodology of Ref. 1, the minimum energy for fast ignition, Ei, is that required to raise the temperature of the DT fuel to ignition temperature Ti in a sphere of radius equal to the deposition range (pr)fl of a 3.5MeV fusion alpha particle. This enables the bur-n to propa{ate into main cold fuel mass at the same compressed density. The required ignition energy Ei then becomes the fast
where N is the number of DT fuel nuclei of average mass rrz~~at ignition temperature Ti (=TJ in the one-alpha-range sphere of radius r and areal density (pr)a. We now determine how many antiprotons are required to yield a deposition energy in this sphere equal to Ei.
On entering a cold background plasma of electrons and ions, the initial kinetic energy of an antiproton beam is transferred along its path to the electrons of the medium through electron drag and the antiproton slows down similar to a conventional (positive), heavy charged particle. At an energy of a few 10's of eV, the (negative) antiproton will be captured by a ion in the medium and forms an "antiprotonic atom" which cascades towards the ground state by the emission of x-rays. Finally, the antiproton reaches an inner stable Bohr orbit of radius nz~/nz smaller than a conventional electron orbit. The antiproton then annihilates from t~s bound state with either a proton or neutron from within the nucleus it is bound to. The lifetime for this bound state is very short, i.e., c< 10-12S.The total annihilation energy released is equal to -1.88GeV, twice the rest mass of the antiproton.
It is also possible for the antiproton to undergo direct annihilation with a nucleus in flight at kinetic energies below a few tens of MeV, although cross sections for this are small relative to electron drag and subsequent antiprotonic atom formation. Therefore, a beam of antiprotons annihilate at the end of their range and their stopping point can be precisely controlled by their initial kinetic energy.
Antiproton annihilation is a strong interaction process which takes place at the level of the quark structure of the nucleus. Annihilation of an antiproton with an isolated proton at rest is shown in Fig. 2 , where we indicate typical average numbers of pions produced. The division of the 1.88GeV annihilation energy is, initially, -64Y0 to the kinetic energy of the pions and -36% to their rest energy. In -5Y0 of annihilation events, a kaon pair is also emitted. Because these meson products are all unstable, several
*Mean lifetime of particle (t O). In lab ftame, lifetime is y t o and is -7x10-8
sfor # decay and-6x10-6 s for p+ decay.
Fig. 2. Typical products resulting from annihilation of an an fiproton with a single isolated proton. Annihilation with a single isolated neutron is similar except for a change in the ratio of charged and neutral pions. Annihilation with a nucleon in a heavy nucleus results in nuclear breakup with significant
energy transfer to the residual nuclear fragments (see Fig. 3 ) decay chains subsequently occur as shown in Fig. 2 . The neutral pion (ZO)with its very short lifetime, travels less than a micron before decaying into two energetic gamma rays. Most of this gamma energy will escape the capsule and will require attention to shielding in the ICF reactor chamber. The charged pions (z*) decay into muons (p*) and neutrinos (ve,~. The muons then further decay into electrons (e-) and positrons (e+), and the latter subsequently annihilate with electrons in the surrounding medium. Reaction products resulting from antiproton annihilation with an isolated proton are slightly different from those from annihilation with an isolated neutron*. In the latter, the mean number of negative pions is one greater than the mean * The protonis composed of two"up"quarks,each of charge+2/3, plus one"down"quarkof charge -1/3. The neutronis composed of two "down"quarksplusone"up"quark,while the antiprotonhas two"anti-up"quarks(charge-2/3)plusone"anti-down" quark(charge+1/3).
The mesonsresulting from the annihilation reactions are composed of quark-antiquark pairs; e.g. the positive pion is composed of an "up" quark (charge +2/3) and an "anti-down" quark (charge +1/3).
number of positive pions and the ratio of charged to neutral pions is somewhat greater [5] .
The above discussion pertains to annihilation of an antiproton with a single, isolated proton (i.e., hydrogen nucleus) or neutron. Annihilation with the protons or neutrons within in a heavy nucleus of A>>l produces rather different products and energetic. An appreciable fraction of available annihilation energy is transferred to the nucleus via pion interactions as shown schematically in Fig. 3 . The nucleus breaks up resulting in highly ionizing, short range nuclear fragments.
"a
Antiproton annihilates with a proton or neutron on the surface of the heavy nucleus. A fraction of the annihilation products are directed inwards and interact within the high density nuclear material
The inward-directed products cause nuclear breakup resulting in highly ionizing, short range fragments. The outward-directed primary products and daughters have long ranges and deposit the majority of their energy outside the igniter region
Fig. 3. Annihilation of an antiproton in a heavy nucleus takes place with a neutron or proton at the nuclear surface. This results in nuclear breakup with significant energy transfer to the residual nuclear fragments,
In general, therefore, not all of the total 1.88GeV of annihilation energy will be deposited in the fast igniter zone. We take advantage of the fact that annihilation in a compound nucleus results in transfer of annihilation energy to nuclear fragments by employing a heavy metal inclusion such as bismuth, lead, tungsten, thallium, mercury, etc., in the form of a ball or shell as shown, respectively, in Fig. l(A) and (B) . Also, because the critical energy to promote fission in such heavy nuclei is only a few MeV to 10's of MeV, fission will occur when antiprotons annihilate in such nuclei". For example, annihilation with uranium has shown to induce fission in -1OOYOof the events [6] . Because such fission energy appears as highly ionizing fragments, all this additional energy will be deposited in the igniter zone.
As shown in Fig. 3 , antiproton annihilation with a heavy nucleus specifically takes place with a proton or neutron on the surface of the nucleus. The outward directed pions or kaons have long ranges even in the precompressed fuel -for example, -30g/cm2 for 100MeV pions~so only a small fraction of their ionization energy is deposited in the igniter zone. Similarly, the neutral pion decays in -10-*8S into two energetic gamma rays which also leave the igniter zone.
By contrast, the inward directed mesons encounter a medium of nuclear density. Their interaction mean free path is then
where n is the nucleon density, o is the pion-nucleon interaction cross section, A is the nuclear mass number and r~is the nuclear radius. Taking o-100mb for -100MeV pions [8] and r~=l ,2Azfixl 0-z6mgives a nuclear density of -1 .4x10~m-3 for A-230 and, therefore, a pion mean free path of only -7xlo-lbm. This is about a tenth of a nuclear radius thus ensuring that virtually all the inward directed pion energy is transferred to the nucleus and * In conventional, neutron-induced fission, a neutron is added to a target nucleus of mass number A. i%sion ot the A+l nucleus occurs when the kinetic energy of the incident neutron plus its binding energy is greater than the critical energy, Ecrit, required for this A+l nucleus to penetrate its internal Coulomb barrier so that the two fission fragments can separate. In fissile nuclei (e.g., 235U), the binding energy Eb released by the neutron in forming the compoundA+l nucleus (e.g., 236U) is greater than Ecfit so the compoundnucleus can fission with zero neutron kinetic energy and such target nuclei have high thermal fission cress sections. In other nuclei (e.g., 238U, 232Th), Eb is slightly less than Ec~t by an MeV or so and the balance must be supplied by the kinetic energy of the incident neutron. An example of this is 238U which undergoes only fast fission, with a threshold of -lMeV required for the incident neutron. For heavy nuclides in the range 233Bi down to 184W, using a formalism from Foderaro [9], we estimate that critical energies Ecrit of a minimum of -8MeV to several 10's of MeV, respectively, must be supplied to promote fission, otherwise deexcitation by gamma emission is the preferred route. Such critical energies are supplied by the inward directed pion products with the excess going to the kinetic energy of the nuclear fragments.
its subsequent breakup. The resulting nuclear products are highly ionizing with short ranges. Therefore, the net amihilation energy deposition in the igniter zone per antiproton is: 
f. = E~= N~=
(3) p -~annihilation energy (i.e. twice the antiproton rest energy, 1.88GeV) fraction of annihilation pion products created at the nuclear surface which are inward directed energy deposition fraction of outward directed pions products within the igniter zone energy deposition fraction of inward directed pions products within the nucleus ; energy deposition fraction of nuclear fragments within the igniter zone. energy released per heavy metal fission number of fissions per antiproton annihilation (may be greater than unity from fission neutron propagation)
.. .
-----.+ deposition energy fraction of fission products within igniter zone
For an estimation of the various energy deposition fractions of charged products within the igniter zone, we use
where (pr)a is the areal density of our unity alpha range sphere and (pr)x is the range of various products particles above. From the arguments above, we would expect that, due to the range of energetic pions in compressed fuel, qA would be small, whereas pion energy transfer to the nucleus and subsequent breakup into high charge state, highly ionizing products (see Eq. 2) would yield values of f~, q~and qf close to fission neutrons, ody the primary zone, i.e., Nj-l unity. Also, because of the long range of fission is likely to occur in the igniter
The number of antiprotons required per ICF capsule is then
Note also from Fig. 2 , that negative muons are produced in the decay of the annihilation pions. Re-deposition of these muons in the DT fuel could, in principle, promote further fusions by muon catalysis. Here, the heavy negative muon binds tightly to a fuel nucleus and reduces the width of the conventional Coulomb barrier between it and a neighboring fuel by a factor of nz#n~-200, thus permitting fusion at eV temperatures and below [10] . Typically, a maximum of -150 DT fusions can be catalyzed per muon where the latter is ultimately lost by sticking to an outgoing alpha particle. This could, in principle, result in an additional alpha deposition of up to -500MeV per original antiproton (see below). However, only a small fraction of the muons so produced will be captured in the fuel. In general, the lifetime for Zdecay to muons is -70ns in the lab frame which is too slow for muon catalysis to be counted in the initial fast ignition process. Furthermore, subsequent muon decay (-6us in the lab frame) is too fast to permit muon collection and re-injection into a subsequent capsule unless the latter is a separate component of the same target assembly. Accordingly, we will not assess muon catalysis in the energy deposition procesi4
.
Antiproton Production
Antiprotons are routinely produced today at several of the world's large proton synchrotrons. They are employed as engineering "tools" in particle physics research by accelerating them to high energies in protonantiproton colliders. Initial production takes place by directing accelerated protons onto a cooled target, usually of tungsten, according to the reaction p+p+p+p+p+p This minimum set of product particles is necessary for baryon conservation and the threshold energy required is 1.88GeV in the center-of-mass or 5.63GeV for a stationary target. Typically energies somewhat greater than threshold are required for adequate yield. The antiprotons so formed are directed by a magnetic lens and, following cooling to reduce energy spread, are then decelerated to several tens to hundreds of MeV within a collecting/storage ring.
At CERN, for example, the ACOL antiproton production facility can produce >1012~/day, and the Low Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR), stores antiprotons at -200MeV with a final energy spread of <c3'ZO.Note that the goals of the world's high energy physics programs are typically satisfied with a modest production of only -1015~/year.
The overall production efficiency of antiprotons on these far from optimized systems is rather low, i.e., -10-4. Speculation of ultimate efficiencies for optimized antiproton production in colliding beam facilities are given in Ref. 11. The wallplug energy required to produce the I?p antiprotons required in Eq. 5 above is then
E~,. = N~EaC/(qwq$)
where, EW = kinetic energy of 
Antiproton Delivery and Containment
In the antiproton injection scheme, i.e. Scheme A in Fig l(A) , the kinetic energy, E~, of the beam particles need only be sufficient for penetration to the required annihilation point. The total beam energy per pulse is then ,.
E -N~Eb

eam -
Since a kinetic energy
. (7) of only -lOMeV is required for protons to penetrate a pr-1 [71,the total energy in the beam pulse will be typically two orders of magnitude smaller than the fast ignition energy and, moreover, is distributed throughout the slowing down path of the antiprotons. Therefore, this energy contributes negligibly to the capsule fast igniter energetic.
The beam current required is
I -N~e /Ti
beamwhere~is the fast ignition pulse time.
Although this would result in a low current requirement relative to those from typical pulsed light ion diodes , the low beam energy will result in a high perveance, K -1/V, which will make it difficult to focus the beam to the small spot size required without neutralized pulsed compression and neutralized focusing. Note that neutralizing an antiproton beam would necessitate adding positrons, not electrons. An alternative might be to employ plasma channel focusing through a low density, conventional (normal matter) plasma background.
In the case of the autocatalytic scheme -Scheme B in Fig. l(B) antiprotons are confined in the center of the capsule. The capsule is subsequently imploded by the slow compression system which is the only external drive then required. At small compression radii, the confinement of the antiprotons is destroyed and the antiprotons annihilate with the compressed, thin-walled heavy metal shell yielding similar deposition characteristics as above. In ion form, the antiprotons would require a preemplaced magnetic confining field at the center of the capsule. Methods to create such magnetic fields in small capsules have been considered [12, 13, 14] although presumably this would complicate target fabrication. Also, sustainment of this field via external connections may perturb capsule implosion symmetry.
The limit on the density of antiprotons stored as a nonneutral, single ion plasma in a confining field is set by the Brillouin limit expressing the space charge equilibrium condition. This requires
where r, is the initial, uncompressed radius of the thin heavy metal shell. That is, the applied axial magnetic field containing the-radial electric space charge of the non neutral plasma must have an energy density greater than the rest mass energy density of the ions so contained. Typically, only a few percent of this ideal limit has been obtained experimentally to date. Thus the large fields necessary (-hundreds of Teslas -see below) probably make this non-neutral, single ion storage impractical.
In the case of pre-emplacement as a neutral plasma of antiprotons and positrons, the storage limit and required magnetic field would be determined by the macroscopic beta (pressure) limit, i.e.
Employment of a field-reversed configuration, might permit beta limits close to unity [13] . However, without sustainment of the magnetic field -either by an external supply or superconducting materials -field diffusion would necessitate rapid target assembly before compression.
Interestingly, from Eqs. 9 and 10 above, the ratio of the magnetic field required to contain the antiprotons as a neutral plasma to that required to contain the equivalent as a nomeutral plasma is
which, for an initial ion temperature of, say, 10eV, is -lOA, thus underlining the value of neutralization.
To date, antiprotons have been manipulated and stored mainly in large storage rings. Low energy protons have also been manipulated and transported in portable Penning Traps [15] .
There have been suggestions of antiproton storage in neutral matter form by first creating antihydrogen by addition of positrons, followed by the formation of anti-molecular-hydrogen [11] . Such neutral antimatter would, of course, have to be isolated from normal matter. A recent experiment at CERN [16] has created antihydrogen atoms by traversing a xenon jet with an antiproton beam. Here, a small fraction of the antiprotons convert their energy to electron-positron pairs and a fraction of subsequent antiprotons pick up the positrons. A future proposed CERN experiment will collect cooled antiprotons and positrons in a separate Penning traps at milli-eV temperatures (i.e., a few hundred Kelvin). These will then be bled into a third trap to form antihydrogen [17] .
One method to manipulate bulk antimatter might be in the form of cluster ions, Hn-, i.e. an ion of n antihydrogen atoms with a positron removed. According to Stwalley [18] , formation of anti-H, anti-H+ and antiHz-could proceed by a number of methods. Molecular antihydrogen, i.e. antiHz, would be the most difficult of the simple speaes to form and especially to manipulate because of small magnetic moments and complex vibrational states. However, both the ionic species Hz-and Hz+ would be stable if formed and, in principle, would be more easily controlled and manipulated via magnetic, electrostatic and RF techniques. However, it would appear difficult to perform such manipulations within an ICF capsule. Antihydrogen ice formation via inverse sublimation would require methods for latent heat removal and nucleation that do not involve a wall. Levitation of antihydrogen ice would depends on its form --orthohydrogen (spins parallel) or parahydrogen (spins antiparallel). The latter is diamagnetic and might be stably levitated in a static field as has been demonstrated with graphite of similar diamagnetic susceptibility [19] . Active electrostatic levitation with feedback position control might also be performed and would require charging of the ice particles by, say, irradiation with UV light. An analogous trap has been constructed at JI?L and has levitated a 20mg ball of HzO-ice in the earth's gravitational field [20] .
Example Case
Here we provide some order of magnitude estimations for the parameters defined above applied to an example case. The key results are summarized in Table 1 .
We assume cold pre-compression of the fuel by a slow (10's of nsec) compression system e.g. a heavy ion driver. We take a fast ignition requirement characterized by an ignition energy Ei =5kJ, an areal density for 3.5MeV alpha deposition of (pr)a=0.3g/cm2 and ignition temperature of Ti=7keV. Under these conditions, the burn will propagate into the cold fuel mass. From Eq. 1, the hot spot radius is then r-30~m. We require this to occur in a time, Zi,short relative to the disassembly time, i.e. a time of Zi,-r/c, = 40ps where c. is the sound speed. = 1 and Nf -1, the number of antiprotons required to realize this deposition energy in the fast igniter zone is N~-3X1013. Note that under these assumptions, fission comprises some 20% of the 5kJ deposition energy in the igniter zone.
Note that we did not include the muons resulting from the decay of the negative pions (see Fig 2. ) in the above accounting because of the relatively long time scales involved and because we would expect the majority to be produced in flight, outside the igniter zone. However, if in some way they could be captured, we might achieve a further -1.5x150x3 .5MeV = 800MeV of alpha particle deposition energy per antiproton annihilated, through muon catalysis. The factor of 1.5 is the production ratio of~-(through n-decay) per p -~annihilation. Also, we assume a chain length of -150 DT fusions before muon loss due to alpha capture which is the present experimentally observed value. Note that, fortuitously, this would, if harnessed, yield a total of -4kJ of alpha deposition energy per target, similar to the magnitude of the fast ignition energy. Again, however, due to the disparity of the timescales for pion and muon decay discussed above, we do not include this in the fast ignition energy accounting. If we assume that the requirements of the main slow drive -say, heavy ions -are similar to that for the standard fast igniter concept [1], then, somewhat conservatively, a capsule gain of -1000 may be realizable for a few megajoules of heavy ion energy into the external houlrahm. With a heavy ion driver efficiency of -30Y0, this results in a wallplug electrical energy of -lOMJ(e) for the main driver.
We now turn to the electrical energy required to manufacture the antiprotons in a separate production facility external to the ICF reactor system. From Eq. 6 with E~C-lOGeV and taking an extrapolation of q~Cq,-O.O1 for a future, optimized center-of-mass production system [11] , yields an original investment in wallplug energy to produce the antiprotons of -5MJ(e) of electrical energy per target; that is, about the same order of magnitude as the main driver electrical wallplug requirements. Clearly, attention to the efficiency of production and collection in an ultimate production system is a critical issue in the feasibility y of such as scheme.
For the injected antiproton fast ignition system, Scheme A in Fig. l(A) , the major energy is invested in making the antiprotons and not in their kinetic energy of injection. From Eqs. 7 and 8, assuming a beam kinetic energy per particle of E~=lOMeV to penetrate a pr of -lg/cm2 and fast ignition time of -30ps, yields a total beam energy per pulse of E~o~-48J and a beam current of 1 beam -160kA. The perveance of such a beam would be -2.9 probably necessitating neutralized pulse compression and focusing to achieve spot sizes <<lmm.
For the autocatalytic scheme in Fig l(B) , storage of the N~-3x1013 antiprotons as a nonneutral, single ion species inside a thin heavy metal shell with an initial imer radius of, say, r,-2mm would, from Eq. 9., require a confining field of -500T for a Brillouin limit of unity. This is impractical and, given that the un-neutralized ion density is -7x1020m-3, unsurprising. From Eq. 10, storage as a low temperature neutral plasma in say an FRC configuration at unity beta would require a magnetic field of only -0.03-O.09T for initial ion temperatures in the range l-10eV.
Finally, we note that the benefit of the fission contribution to energy deposition from the heavy metal could be considered problematic not only because of mix contamination of the fuel but also because of the resulting residue of fission products. However, relative to a conventional fission reactor of the same thermal output as our ICF power plant, the production rate of such radionuclides would be reduced by a ratio r of order r = f~Ei /(GE~) (12) where, h = fraction of the fast ignition deposition energy due to fission G= capsule gain Ed = main drive energy Taking, from above, G-1OOO, Ed -3MJ and $ -20°/0, yields a radionuclide ratio relative to fission of -3x10-7. Interestingly, this is about the same potential reduction in biological hazard potential envisaged for magnetic confinement fusion relative to fission, if advanced material such as SiC or V-alloys were used to mitigate the problems of neutron-activation in the first wall and blanket [21] .
